Volunteer’s Voice
June 2020
Mammoth Hospital Auxiliary is a fellowship of volunteers
dedicated to supporting each other, the hospital , its patients and the community.
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Treasurer’s Report
Diane Beglau
April 1—30, 2020
Revenue:
Cast Off
Rental
Interest Income
Total Revenue:

0
1,218.29
3.91
1,222.20

Due to COVID-19, Cast Off was
Closed all of April
Expenses:
Cast Off
Administration
Gifts to Hospital
Total Expenses:

4,021.17
75.00
109,352.81
113, 448.98

Net Income:

-112,226.78

Union Bank:
Money Market:
EasternSierraCommBk

36,679.74
30,549.16
30,481.80
97,710.70

Greeting to each of our Auxiliary
members and friends…

Cast Off. Any ideas or input is very
welcome!

Yes, we are still living in this terrible
crisis with the COVID-19 virus active
and surrounding the world. Our hearts
and prayers are extended to the families
that have been affected with this virus.
It’s cruel! Our Community is putting
their heads together to try and see how
we can be well prepared and to gain
some normalcy of life. There are many
businesses in our Community that are
permanently closed and some that are
temporarily closed, like the Cast Off. So
many people are out of a job and how
long can they survive? Keep up with the
most positive thoughts possible and be
there for each other with social
distancing, calling, emailing, texting, and
caring.

Let’s get on to the subject of fun!!! June
is Graduation and Weddings month! Our
Mammoth High School is having a
Video Graduation on June 12. Michael
and I went to an at home video of
Juilliard Dance Senior Performances this
last weekend and it was amazing how
these 20 senior students made up their
final individual performances from
home. Really creative! Good luck on the
Weddings.

I know almost everyone is missing the
Cast Off and its fun energy and
friendships. Believe me, we’ll be open
someday, just don’t know when. I do
know that we’ll be one of the last stores
to open because of our average age
bracket, 65 and older. Aren’t we special!
We have had a few days where a couple
of volunteers bring their clean clothes
and items to the Cast Off and hang the
items up and put stuff out on the floor.
This has been done with good social
distancing and wearing masks too. Also,
any items that people donate and leave
outside (that we’ve asked not to), we
either dump or put a sticker with the date
on the stuff and then we can touch it after
7 days. We are listening and gathering
information on what works and what
doesn’t work in the re-opening of the

Wishing each one of you health,
playfulness and enjoyment… Life is very
precious each and every day. I really
miss you ALL.
Giant Hugs!
Judy
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Hospital News – Tom Parker, CEO
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Caitlin Crunk began her duties as our new CNO on May 9.
The position of Manager of Med/Surg and ICU has been
filled by Brandy Wilt who had been serving as the
Supervisor of Med/Surg and ICU.
Healthcare Week was celebrated very differently this year.
Each employee was given an orchid that was donated to the
Hospital. We are grateful to Toine Overgaag of Westerlay
Orchids in Carpinteria, CA for donating 400 orchids for our
staff.

Sunshine Update – Sharon Clark
COVID-19
The majority of our work continues to be centered on
COVID-19. Our Hospital Incident Management Team
(HIMT) has been meeting since March 2. The goals
guiding our work have been:
• Plan for surge with increased capacity
• Prevent the hospital from being a transmission vector
• Educate and Advocate for actions that flatten the
curve

The plans we have in place and the changes we have made
to operations puts us in the position to be able to safely
handle a surge of COVID-19 positive patients.
We have recently developed our “Hospital Phased
Reopening” plan. This planning work has been led by the
HIMT’s Operations Section Chief, Mike Karch, M.D.
Each department head has submitted a phased reopening
plan and all the plans have been reviewed to be sure the
increases in patient care activity is coordinated.
We are starting to see more patients in our clinics. Our
recent increase in volumes is part of a phased approach
designed to assure that we serve our patients, regardless of
COVID status, in a manner that protects them and our
staff from COVID-19 transmission.

Our Auxiliary so far, knock on
wood, is without any confirmed
cases of Covid-19. However,
Carolyn Cook took a tumble in
Bishop on May 7 and ended up in
the ER down there. When Carolyn
stumbles, she really stumbles ….
shattered her left shoulder and
fractured her left foot. She was unable to sleep until she got
a hospital bed which made a huge difference. She says "even
tho there is still a lot of pain...the hospital bed is a miracle
worker. I'm actually getting up and using one crutch to get
to the bathroom. Progress!! Unfortunately, pain pills are
making me nauseous...hence throwing up sometimes. Maybe
I'll loose weight". Typical Carolyn....making lemonade
outta lemons. Orthopedic surgery scheduled for Thursday,
May 21. Late breaking news — her surgery postponed
until Saturday at 11:30!!!! Apparently, a surgery on May
21 took wayyyyyyyyyy longer today than it should. Hence,
other surgeries pushed out. What a real, real domino mess.
You have a rough road ahead, Carolyn, but your MHA
family will be with you all the way.

Of late we have seen an increase in the number of people
who have tested positive for COVID-19. This increase is
due to the work being done by the county to contact trace
any positive results. We recently had a patient in the ED
for a non-COVID-19 reason. That person tested positive
as did a handful of area residents who were identified
through the contact tracing method. It is expected that we
will continue to see this be the result of effective contact
tracing.

Lenore Lemon had a nasty bone spur that was impacting her
Achilles tendon, The day her surgery to remove the spur was
scheduled became the day that the hospital canceled all
elective surgery. Her surgery was postponed 2 more times
before she finally got the spur removed May 11. She'll get
her cast off and stitches out in 2 weeks but then will wear a
boot for 6 weeks...all the while her foot will be NON-weight
baring. The good news is that the worst part of the ordeal is
behind her. All the best, Lenore, as you head towards the
light at the end of the tunnel.

Operational Updates
Kathleen Alo retired on May 8. Kathleen was recognized
with the Daisy Lifetime Achievement Award for her
contributions to nursing care and operations over her
career. Her accomplishments and career were featured in a
recent posting on the Hospital’s Facebook page: https://
www.facebook.com/370240049730544/
posts/3060458380708684/

Don McPherson will finally be able to have an out-patient
procedure on May 27 to correct his pancreatic problem. He,
too, had surgery postponed due to COVID-19. During his
wait, his diet consisted of easy to digest food. Soon, Don,
you'll be able to eat delicious adult food and have tantalizing
adult beverages. It's been a long wait...but it's almost
over...Hallelujah~~!!

Vo l u n t e e r ’ s Vo i c e
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Mammoth Hospital Auxiliary proudly presented a check
to Mammoth Hospital for $109,352.81
for supplies and equipment to combat COVID-19

Please note: We are all
social distancing & wearing our PPE!

Hamilton T1 (Ventilator)
Crossvent 3+ (Ventilator)
Case of Circuits for Crossvents
Caire Companion 5 (Oxygen) Concentrator
Surgical Masks
Cephid SARS-CoV-2 Tests

Quantity
2
5
1
7
6,000
6

Cost
$
$
$
$
$
$

24,441.06
9,668.15
620.00
727.14
0.73
523.25

Total
Auxiliary Donation

This completes the $175,000 we budgeted
for Capital Outlay gifts to the hospital for 2019-2020

Extended Cost (shipping
included)
$
48,882.12
$
48,340.75
$
620.00
$
5,090.00
$
4,407.19
$
3,382.81
$
$

110,722.87
109,352.81
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What’s Happening @ the Cast Off?
the dumpster. Except for some fat TV's and small
furniture, people have respected our signage. Thank
goodness, no sofas or other large furniture has been
dumped. So, dear friends, it will be awhile before we can
begin re-opening procedures and join the ranks of our
fellow retail stores here in Mammoth. Everyone, please
stay sheltered, safe and healthy!

News from Each Day
Monday—Karen Curry
About a week and half ago, four of our Monday crew met
at the Cast Off for a couple of hours of camaraderie,
although social distancing and proper protective gear was
very much in order! Those in attendance were Gail, Vicki,
Peggy and Karen. We all chose different tasks and tackled
those tasks with gusto. Three of us left at noon and Vicki
stayed until 5:00pm! She got caught up in decorating the
dining room tables throughout the store. Her decorating
expertise really enhances not only the tables, but the overall
look of the store! We shared chatter and laughter which
was so good for our ‘hibernating’ souls. On another note,
Lenore was finally able to have her Achilles’ tendon
surgery in Reno last Monday and is beginning her 8 week
recovery at home there. Monday crew sends her virtual
hugs and kisses for a speedy and successful recovery!
Thursday—Sharon Clark
Pat Smoogen, who prices expensive active ware, asked if
she and I could go into Cast Off and work....properly
masked and 6 ft apart. I checked with Judy and several CO
Board Members who all thought it would be o.k. We sorta
were 'under the radar' lest the COVID-19 police arrest us
for "gathering". We were assured that as long as there were
NO MORE than 5 of us and we followed the 'rules', we
could go in and work. So, for the next 3 Thursdays, Pat,
Gail M. Cindy and Sharon priced, sorted and hung clothes.
We laughed, visited and gave distant hugs. Carolyn came
one day but now she's MIA. She went plant shopping in
Bishop, stumbled, shattered her left shoulder and fractured
her left ankle. We miss her terribly.

Saturday—Karen Curry
The continued stay at home order issued by the California
Governor affects the re-opening of the Cast Off due to the
fact that most of us are over 65! We cannot move to Stage
2, as the rest of town slowly re-opens. So, not much to
report for Saturday, normally our biggest day! Our “Please
Do Not Dump” sign that is attached to the dumpster in back
has discouraged, for the most part, dumping. Every few
days, though, Roger or Scott will find large bags and boxes,
some to be saved and taken inside, and others for the

Birthdays for June
6/2
6/3
6/5
6/6
6/10
6/14
6/15
6/24
6/26
6/28
6/30

Ellen Fox
Mary Jo Bauer
Edyth Irvine
Lenore Lemon
Peggy Rogers
Tom Parker
Jonal Beck
Paloma Ramirez
Katie Ritter
Gail Miller
Barbara Hope
Jim Clark
Michael Bornfeld

Mark your calendar for Wednesday, July 8 for our
Annual Meeting. It’s still uncertain just how we will
hold the meeting but we must have one to elect new
officers and approve the budget for 2020-2021. It
has been suggested that we have a picnic in the back
yard at the Cast Off. It would be outside with
plenty of room for social distancing and the Board
would provide the food.
More information in next month’s newsletter along
with the slate of officers.

Vo l u n t e e r ’ s Vo i c e
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COVID-19 Business Reopening Guidelines
Patti Heinrich recently attended a Mono County Zoom meeting
regarding reopening businesses. The info she received will give us
some guidance on how to reopen the Cast Off. Listed below
are the major points from the meeting. The #1 item on the list
applies to most of us who work at the Cast Off. Since we must
wait until Stage 4, this will give us time to learn from other
businesses what works and what doesn’t work.

Patti received the following documents at the
meeting. If you would like copies, email Jan
McPherson at scoutdj1967@gmail.com and she
will email them to you.

1. Over 65 stay at home until Stage 4.
2. Before reopening all facilities must:
Have risk assessment, site specific plan
Train employees to limit spread of COVID-19
Implement individual control measures and screening
Implement disinfecting guidelines
Implement physical distancing guideline
3. Stage 2 include retail curbside shopping only
4. Employees handling donations must wear PPE
5. Must isolate donations for 7 days
6. Must limit number of customers
7. Employees and customers must wear face masks
8. Plexiglas barriers at register
9. Signage and mandated spacing
10. Sanitizing stations
11. No trying on clothes
12. No returns
13. Gloves and masks
Other options for consideration:
Less days and hours of operation
Closing restrooms
Storage space for donations

atie’s Korner—Patti Heinrich
Katie’s Korner continues to do very well, especially during
the recent holiday season. It’s the first place many
customers head to! Sales for December were $1,093.00.
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Peggy Rogers, Pat Price and Vicki Mobley took Pat’s great granddaughter Autumn out in a kayak, her first
time, on Convict Lake last week. Per Vicki, “Pretty cool for a bunch of fat old ladies!! Peg and Pat are 83,
I’m 75, and Autumn 11 (?). We couldn’t fish so just paddled around. It was beautiful and really hot. We
brought lunches and ate at the picnic tables on shore.”

Have you been out and about hiking, biking, kayaking, picnicking, etc….wearing proper PPE and observing
social distancing of course!!! Did you take any pictures? Please keep Penny Burdeno, the Auxiliary
Historian, in mind. Articles and photos can be dropped in Jan McPherson’s mailbox at the Cast Off or
emailed to Penny at ppburdeno@aol.com.

Vo l u n t e e r ’ s Vo i c e
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COVID-19 News
New York Times — May 11, 2020, Updated May 13

Associated Press — May 18, 2020

App Shows Promise in Tracking New Coronavirus
Cases, Study Finds

Tech-assisted COVID-19 tracking is having some
issues

The app, which allows people to record their symptoms,
was remarkably effective in predicting infections. The most
reliable indicators, researchers found, were loss of smell
and taste. The Covid Symptom Study, developed by Zoe
Global, a health science company, in collaboration with
Massachusetts General Hospital and King’s College in
London, had 2.5 million users who reported their symptoms
in four weeks.

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) — Harnessing today’s
technology to the task of fighting the coronavirus pandemic
is turning out to be more complicated than it first appeared.
The first U.S. states that rolled out smartphone apps for
tracing the contacts of COVID-19 patients are dealing with
technical glitches and a general lack of interest by their
residents. A second wave of tech-assisted pandemic
surveillance tools is on its way, this time with the tech
giants Apple and Google. But those face their own issues,
among them potential accuracy problems and the fact that
they won’t share any information with governments that
could help track the spread of the illness.

In a study published Monday in the journal Nature
Medicine, researchers found that an app that allows people
to check off symptoms they are experiencing was
remarkably effective in predicting coronavirus infections
among the 2.5 million people who were using it between
March 24 and April 21. The study, which tracked people in
the United States, the United Kingdom and Sweden, found
that the loss of taste and smell was the No. 1 predictor of
whether a person was going to get sick with Covid-19, the
illness caused by the coronavirus, followed by extreme
fatigue and acute muscle pain.
Using a mathematical model, the researchers were able to
predict with nearly 80 percent accuracy whether a person
was likely to have Covid-19 based on their age, sex and a
combination of four symptoms: loss of taste or smell,
persistent cough, fatigue and loss of appetite. Two-thirds of
those who later tested positive for the virus — about 15,000
people — had self-reported the loss of taste and smell, the
study found. Fever and cough — symptoms that have been
considered the most reliable indicators of infection —
ranked fourth and fifth on the list. The researchers said they
hoped the findings might persuade health agencies to
modify guidelines that currently rank fever and cough well
above loss of taste and smell as symptoms for determining
who to screen for Covid-19.
The researchers said the app did not prompt significant
privacy concerns because participants are not required to
provide their names and any other personal information,
only their ZIP codes.

Contact tracing is a pillar of infection control. It’s
traditionally conducted by trained public health workers
who interview those who may have been exposed, then
urge them to get tested and isolate themselves. Some
estimates call for as many as 300,000 U.S. workers to do
the work effectively, but so far those efforts have lagged.
Privacy advocates warn that the danger of creating new
government surveillance powers for the pandemic could
lead to much bigger problems in the future. In a new policy
paper shared with The Associated Press, the American
Civil Liberties Union is warning state governments to tread
more carefully and establish stricter privacy procedures
before deploying technology meant to detect and curb new
coronavirus outbreaks.
Even the most privacy-minded tools, such as those to be
released soon by Apple and Google, require constraints so
that they don’t become instruments of surveillance or
oppression. The ACLU is taking a measured approach to
the Apple and Google method, which will use Bluetooth
wireless technology to automatically notify people about
potential COVID-19 exposure without revealing anyone’s
identity to the government. But even if the app is described
as voluntary and personal health information never leaves
the phone, the ACLU says it’s important for governments
to set additional safeguards to ensure that businesses and
public agencies don’t make showing the app a condition of
access to jobs, public transit, grocery stores and other
services.
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Because of COVID-19 we’re unable to celebrate one of our patriotic holidays, Memorial
Day, in a traditional way. Memorial Day is dedicated to the service men and women who
gave their lives for freedom and country. It is also a time to remember loved ones who
have passed away. We normally attend parades, but there won’t be any this year. We visit a
cemetery to honor and remember those we have lost. Perhaps, but not this year if it
involves traveling distances. We attend Mule Days. Not this year. This day usually
includes the first family picnic of the year. Maybe this year, but probably not. Social
distancing makes these activities nearly impossible as they all involve large gatherings of
people.
But we can still celebrate two patriotic holidays without leaving home as well as a few
others while staying quarantined.

June 6: D-Day
D-Day is celebrated in remembrance of the brave soldiers
who landed on the beaches of Normandy, France on June
6, 1944. During World War II (1939-1945), the Battle of
Normandy, which lasted from June 1944 to August 1944,
resulted in the Allied liberation of Western Europe from
Nazi Germany’s control. Codenamed Operation Overlord,
the battle began on June 6, 1944, also known as D-Day,
when some 156,000 American, British and Canadian
forces landed on five beaches along a 50-mile stretch of
the heavily fortified coast of France’s Normandy region.
The invasion was one of the largest amphibious military
assaults in history and required extensive planning.
In January 1944, General Dwight Eisenhower was
appointed commander of Operation Overlord. In the
months and weeks before D-Day, the Allies carried out a
massive deception operation intended to make the
Germans think the main invasion target was Pas-de-Calais
(the narrowest point between Britain and France) rather
than Normandy. In addition, they led the Germans to
believe that Norway and other locations were also
potential invasion targets. Many tactics were used to carry
out the deception, including fake equipment; a phantom
army commanded by George Patton and supposedly based
in England, across from Pas-de-Calais; double agents; and
fraudulent radio transmissions.
Late in the day of June 5, more than 5,000 ships and
landing craft carrying troops and supplies left England for
the trip across the Channel to France, while more than
11,000 aircraft were mobilized to provide air cover and
support for the invasion. By dawn on June 6, thousands of
paratroopers and glider troops were already on the ground
behind enemy lines, securing bridges and exit roads. The
amphibious invasions began at 6:30 a.m. The British and

Canadians overcame light opposition to capture beaches
codenamed Gold, Juno and Sword, as did the Americans
at Utah Beach. U.S. forces faced heavy resistance at
Omaha Beach, where there were over 2,000 American
casualties. However, by day’s end, approximately 156,000
Allied troops had successfully stormed Normandy’s
beaches. According to some estimates, more than 4,000
Allied troops lost their lives in the D-Day invasion, with
thousands more wounded or missing.
Less than a week later, on June 11, the beaches were fully
secured and over 326,000 troops, more than 50,000
vehicles and some 100,000 tons of equipment had landed
at Normandy. By late August 1944, all of northern France
had been liberated, and by the following spring the Allies
had defeated the Germans. The Normandy landings have
been called the beginning of the end of war in Europe.

June 14: Flag Day
Flag Day is a day for all Americans to celebrate and show
respect for our flag, its designers and makers. Our flag is
representative of our independence and our unity as a
nation, one nation, under God, indivisible. Our flag has a
proud and glorious history. It was at the lead of every
battle fought by Americans. Many people have died
protecting it. It even stands proudly on the surface of the
moon.
In 1775, the first "American flag, called the Continental
colors, was created for our fledgling country. But it looked
too similar to the British flag. So, on June 14, 1777, the
Second Continental Congress passed a resolution that “the
flag of the United States be 13 stripes, alternate red and
white,” and that “the union be 13 stars, white in a blue
field, representing a new constellation. It wasn't until 1916
that President Woodrow Wilson issued an official decree
making June 14 Flag Day.
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Care and handling of the American flag is steeped in
tradition and respect. There is a right way and a wrong way
to display it. According to basic flag etiquette:
• The flag is normally flown from sunrise to sunset. In
the morning, raise it briskly. At sunset, lower it slowly
and ceremoniously.
• The flag should not be flown at night without a light on
it nor flown in rain or inclement weather.
• After a tragedy or death, the flag is flown at half-staff.
It's called "half-staff" on land and "half-mast" on a
ship. The flag, when flown at half-staff, should be first
hoisted to the peak for an instant and then lowered to
the half-staff position. The flag should be again raised
to the peak before it is lowered for the day.
• The American flag is always flown at the top of the
pole. State flags and other flags fly below it.
• The flag should never touch anything beneath it, such
as the ground, the floor, water, or merchandise.
• The flag should not be dipped to any person or thing,
including government officials—even the President.
• Fold your flag when storing. Don't just stuff it in a
drawer or box.
• When your flag is old and has seen better days, it is
time to retire it. Do so respectfully by burning and
burying the ashes—never throwing in the garbage.
There is a very special ceremony for retiring the flag by
burning it. It is a ceremony everyone should see. The
American Legion, VFW, Boy Scouts, and Girl Scouts
know the proper ceremony. If you have an old flag,
give it to them. One of the reasons so much care is put
into disposing of an American flag is not only because
it's considered to be the most sacred symbol of the
United States of America, but also because section 8j of
the United States Flag Code states: "The flag
represents a living country and is itself considered a
living thing."

June 18: International Panic Day
Today is International Panic Day, a day for everyone to be
worried and concerned. But what is so big, and so
widespread, to create an international incident of this
magnitude? Perhaps this day was created in anticipation of
COVID-19. Use today as an excuse to panic about
everything under the Sun or take the day to evaluate your
priorities and eliminate anything that causes you stress and
anxiety. It is a fact of life that as we grow older, life can
get complicated. This made-up holiday is an
acknowledgment that work, finances, health and
relationships can all sometimes get overwhelming and that
it is necessary to take a pause once in a while and relax.
Just chill, be cool, don’t sweat it. This holiday encourages
people to find ways to reduce and manage their stress.
Guess that includes social distancing and staying home. As
written on the cover of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy, Don’t Panic.
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June 20: Summer Solstice
In the Northern Hemisphere, the Summer Solstice is the
longest day of the year and is considered to be the first day
of summer. Before COVID-19 it was a time to enjoy
vacations, great weather, pools, baseball, and everything
else that goes along with the favorite season of kids and
most adults. This year, grab your favorite beverage, wear
your flip-flops, put on your sunglasses, and stay home.
Did you know the sun does not set at the North Pole today?
There will be 24 hours of sunlight. But in the Southern
Hemisphere, it is the shortest day of the year and is their
first day of winter.

June 21: Father's Day
This is a day to honor Dad, to enjoy time with him and
appreciate all he does. A Father is more though than the
biological paternal source of our being. It is the person who
cares and provides for us. It is the man who helps to set the
standards, the family values and the example. So, add to
this group, stepfathers and other men who willingly and
eagerly accept and cherish the role. Whether biological,
adopted or informally, if someone is a father figure to you,
give him some recognition today and don't hesitate to call
him "Dad".

June 30: World Social Media Day
First there was the telephone, then the fax machine, and
then social media — a revolutionary way of
communicating. Since its creation, people have been able to
connect with each other like never before. Friends and
family can connect at any moment, and marketers have
been able to reach consumers in an entirely new fashion. In
fact, people use social media for an average of 144 minutes
every single day. Because of its impact on society over the
years, World Social Media Day was born on June 30, 2010
and it has continued to grow in popularity ever since. It was
born as a way to recognize social media’s impact on global
communication, and to bring the world together to celebrate
it. Everyone uses social media everyday; it’s how we
connect with people all over the world in a simple and fast
way. Particularly in this time of social distancing!
The first major platforms from social media’s start to
popularity were Friendster in 2002 and MySpace in 2003.
Soon after, Facebook launched in 2004, which eventually
became one of the largest social media platforms in
existence that now has over one billion people using it.
Now, common platforms have become Twitter, Instagram,
YouTube, Whatsapp, TikTok, and many others, showing
how these platforms have evolved from written messages,
to pictures, and eventually videos that can be shared
instantly and seen by millions.
Social media has had a significant impact on our world, and
millions of people can’t imagine living without it now.
Particularly in this time of social distancing!
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“COVID Comics”

“Toilet Art” by our own Lenore Lemon
Some thoughts on the last several weeks .......... of Isolation & Social Distancing:
• I hope they give us two-weeks-notice before sending us back out into the real world. I think we'll all need the time to
become ourselves again. And by "ourselves" I mean lose 10 pounds, cut our hair, and get used to not drinking at 9 am.
• New monthly budget: Gas $0, Entertainment $0, Clothes $0, Groceries $2,799.
• Breaking News: Wearing a mask inside your home is now highly recommended. Not so much to stop COVI D-19,
but to stop eating.
• We low maintenance chicks are having our moment right now. We don't have nails to fill and paint, roots to dye,
eyelashes to re-mink, and are thrilled not to have to get dressed every day. I have been training for this moment my
entire life!
• Not to brag, but I haven't been late to anything in over 8 weeks.
• It may take a village to raise a child, but I swear it’s going to take a vineyard to home school one.
• Day 56: The garbage man placed an AA flyer on my recycling bin.
• People keep asking, "Is coronavirus REALLY all that serious?" Listen y'all, the churches and casinos are closed.
When heaven and hell agree on the same thing, it's probably pretty serious.
• Never in a million years could I have imagined I would go up to a bank teller wearing a mask and ask for money.
• For the second part of this quarantine do we have to stay with the same family, or will they relocate us? Asking for
myself....
• I was in a long line at 7:45 am today at the grocery store that opened at 8:00 for seniors only. A young man came
from the parking lot and tried to cut in at the front of the line, but an old lady beat him back into the parking lot with
her cane. He returned and tried to cut in again, but an old man punched him in the gut, then kicked him to the ground
and rolled him away. As he approached the line for the 3rd time he said, "If you people don't let me unlock the door,
none of you will ever get in to shop."
• I was so bored I called Jake from State Farm just to talk to someone. He asked me what I was wearing...
• 2019: Stay away from negative people. 2020: Stay away from positive people.
• You think it’s bad now? In 20 years, our country will be run by people home schooled by day drinkers…
• This virus has done what no woman had been able to do – cancel all sports, shut down all bars, and keep men at
home!!!
• Day 7 at home and the dog is looking at me like, “See? This is why I chew the furniture!”
• Quarantine has turned us into dogs. We roam the house all day looking for food. We are told “no” if we get too close
to strangers. And we get really excited about car rides.
• Can everyone please just follow the government instructions so we can knock out this coronavirus and be done? I feel
like a kindergartner who keeps losing more recess time because one or two kids can’t follow directions.
Thank you Sharon and Dennis for these pearls of wisdom
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For Your Funny Bone!
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Bon Appétit!
This recipe is quick and easy and can be cooked in the oven
or on the grill.

Southwest Pork Tenderloin — 8 servings
2 pork tenderloins
2 tablespoons canola oil
1 envelope taco seasoning
3 limes, cut into wedges
Preheat oven to 425°. Rub tenderloins with oil and sprinkle
with taco seasoning. Place on rack in shallow roasting pan.
Roast 25-30 minutes or until a thermometer reads 145°.
Remove from oven and tent with foil. Let stand a few
minutes before slicing. Squeeze lime over tenderloins .

Enjoy!

Use the hole in your cutting
board as a convenient way
to transfer ingredients off of
the cutting board. It's big
enough that chopped, diced,
sliced ingredients can fit
through it, but it's small
enough that when we push
them through it and into a
bowl or pan below, they're
not going to fall onto the
floor or counter.

Newsletter articles are due the by the 15th of
each month. Drop them in Jan McPherson’s
mailbox at the Cast Off or mail/email them to
her at PO Box 2859, Mammoth Lakes, CA
93546, scoutdj1967@gmail.com
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Dates to Remember
May 25, Monday
June 4, Thursday
June 6, Saturday
June 10, Wednesday
June 14, Sunday
June 15, Monday
June 21, Sunday
June 26, Friday
June 30, Tuesday
July 1, Wednesday
July 2, Thursday
July 4, Saturday
July 8, Wednesday

Memorial Day
*Cast Off Committee Meeting, 3:30 p.m. at the Cast Off
D-Day
MHA Board Meeting, 10:00 a.m. at the Cast Off
Flag Day
Year-end Reports Due to Judy Bornfeld
Father’s Day
First Day of Summer
*Cast Off Work Day, 10 a.m.
Volunteer Hours Due or will go to next fiscal year
Last Day of Fiscal Year
Start of New Fiscal Year – Membership Renewals Due
*Cast Off Committee Meeting, 3:30 p.m. at the Cast Off
Independence Day
MHA Board Meeting, 10:00 a.m. at the Cast Of
Annual Meeting & Election of Board & Officers, 12:00 noon

*Depends on COVID-19 restrictions

Mammoth Hospital Auxiliary
P.O. Box 1399
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

